
The Impact of Law Policy and Higher
Education on Society

Law policy plays a crucial role in shaping higher education systems around the
world. The regulations and policies set forth by governments and educational
institutions have a direct impact on access, affordability, quality, and overall
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effectiveness of higher education. In this article, we will explore the significance of
law policy in higher education and its implications on society as a whole.

The Accessibility of Higher Education

Law policies pertaining to higher education heavily influence accessibility.
Inclusive policies ensure that education is available to all individuals regardless of
their socioeconomic background, race, gender, or disability. For instance, policies
that offer scholarships, grants, or loans to students from disadvantaged
backgrounds enable them to pursue higher education and break the cycle of
poverty. The alt attribute for this image should be "Accessibility of Higher
Education".
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The Affordability of Higher Education

Law policies also address the issue of affordability in higher education, which is a
significant determinant of access. Governments and institutions establish policies
that regulate tuition fees, student loans, and financial aid programs. Affordable
education ensures that students can pursue their desired field of study without
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being burdened by excessive debt. The alt attribute for this image should be
"Affordability of Higher Education".

Quality Standards in Higher Education

Law policy sets guidelines and quality standards to ensure that higher education
institutions maintain an appropriate level of excellence in their curriculum, faculty,
research, and infrastructure. Accreditation processes and regulations play a vital
role in upholding these standards. The alt attribute for this image should be
"Quality Standards in Higher Education".

Equal Opportunities for Better Society

Law policies promoting equal opportunities in higher education foster a better
society by creating a diverse and inclusive environment. Such policies help break
down barriers to education, facilitating social mobility and reducing inequalities.
By ensuring that higher education is accessible to all, regardless of social or
economic status, law policy contributes to a more equitable society. The alt
attribute for this image should be "Equal Opportunities for Better Society".

The Role of Law Policy in International Education

Law policies also play a vital role in shaping international education.
Governments establish policies concerning the enrollment of international
students, the recognition of foreign qualifications, and the establishment of
international campuses. These policies facilitate the exchange of knowledge and
ideas, promote cultural diversity, and foster global collaboration. The alt attribute
for this image should be "The Role of Law Policy in International Education".

The significance of law policy in higher education cannot be underestimated. It
acts as a fundamental framework that creates an enabling environment for
students to access affordable, high-quality education. Law policies provide



essential guidelines that ensure equal opportunities and contribute to the
development of a better society. With continued efforts to improve law policies in
higher education, we can strive towards a more inclusive, equitable, and
prosperous future.
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Law, Policy and Higher Education fills a gap in the market for casebooks on
higher education law, as the materials presented lend themselves to timely and
important discussions of both law and policy issues.

•   Chapters 1 and 2 provide an overview of higher education with respect to the
laws and policies that shape its roles and responsibilities in society.

•   Chapters 3 and 4 examine the college's employment relationship with faculty
and staff.

•   Chapters 5, 6, and 7 explore the rights and responsibilities of students.
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•   Chapter 8 addresses how the university affects and is affected by the
intercollegiate athletic enterprise.

•   Chapters 9, 10, and 11 present the influence and impact of government
regulations as well as higher education's efforts to shape policies that further
institutional aims, and manage university resources.

•   Chapter 12 addresses issues of intellectual property, especially involving
faculty, but with an eye on public/private partnerships, ownership, and
commercialization of research.

•   Chapter 13 presents an expose of persons with special needs, a largely
overlooked and underserved population within the university.

This eBook features links to Lexis Advance for further legal research options.
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